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IT 894 – DESIGN AND INVENTIVE ENGINEERING

Instructor: Tomasz Arciszewski, Professor

Office: Nguyen Engineering Building, Room 1407

Email: tarcisze@gmu.edu

Textbook: No single textbook is recommended. The list of readings related to the individual topics will be provided in the detailed course outline

Grading Scheme:

1. Three home assignments 30 %.
2. Research project 40 %.
3. Final exam (take home exam) 30 %.

Course Organization

Fundamentals (lectures 1-3)

1. Introduction, transdisciplinarity, successful intelligence, creative class
2. The Medici Effect, The Renaissance Man
3. Leonardo Da Vinci and Seven Principles

Design Engineering (lectures 4-8)

4. System designing, system architecting
5. Design and Inventive Engineering, Engineering Method, heuristics and decision rules: from Praxiology to Computer Science
6. AI in design, designing as search, constraint search, constructive induction
7. Evolutionary designing

Inventive Engineering (lectures 9-13)

9. Brainstorming,
10. Synectics
11. Morphological Analysis
12. TRIZ and Directed Evolution,
13. Visual thinking in inventive design, inventive design in practice

Project Presentations (lecture 14)